Innv8e (PTY) LTD is a social enterprise & creative studio.

We craft dynamic coalitions for and between the different Namibian sectors of society.

Strategy+Creative+Business. In no specific order.
The Social Agenda exists to connect, exchange and advance a common agenda for social and economic coalitions.
The Press Kit  
June 2020

A website that can potentially contain the largest database of development projects in Namibia.

PROFILE
The Press Kit is a digital content platform for the CSI and development sector, intersectoral players and programmes.

PARTNER
Register and share your unlimited content from news, photos, videos, press releases and more.

www.innv8e.com

Email News Flash  
June 2020

Keeping stakeholders updated and informed on projects and brands in the CSI and development space.

PROFILE
Stay informed and connected with our bi-weekly email newsletter.

PARTNER
Communication on ongoing projects and brand activities in the CSI space will keep our stakeholders up to date.

The Social Agenda

The Sessions  
July 2020

Solution-based show and tell sessions linking sectors of society to activities in the CSI and development space.

PROFILE
The Sessions are our bi-monthly intersectoral stakeholder engagements

PARTNER
Our guestlist encompasses key players in the different sectors.

www.innv8e.com
The Big Data Project

The Big Data Project seeks to champion social and economic needs at community level through the collection of demographic and social data.

PROFILE

The Big Data Project is a necessary tool needed to complement social and economic development in Namibia months interested and participating partners in and outside of Namibia.

PARTNER

Tell us about the work you do in the CSI and development space.

The Social Agenda

www.innv8e.com

August 2020

The Social Agenda Summit & Awards

The Social Agenda Summit & Awards invites drivers of change to celebrate, acknowledge and share innovative solutions to pressing concerns.

PROFILE

Our annual themed intersectoral stakeholder event for the CSI and development entities.

PARTNER

Connect, share and impact Namibia through social and economic coalitions.

October 2020

CSI Guide

The CSI Guide is our annual publication of CSI and development projects in Namibia.

PROFILE

A collection of successful CSI projects, complemented by a concluding overview of the successes and impacts of CSIs, and a highlight of the persisting gaps in Namibian developments.

PARTNER

This guide is an index that promotes information sharing.
WE ARE NOT ORDINARY

Our Brands

We create communication and content assets to complement social and economic coalitions.
Our Brands

8 (Eight)  Starts 2021

8 harnesses a community of intelligible and inspirational women from all walks of life, advising on matters pertaining to women's role in the new Africa.

PROFILE
8 encompasses several outlets, touches on the eight areas of life - Emotional, Environmental, Financial, Intellectual, Occupational, Lifestyle, Wellness and Spiritual.

PARTNER
Talk Show & Podcast; Monthly Interactive Experiences; Women’s Summit & Awards; Magazine / Catalogue

Oshetu:  Starts 2021
Schools in Namibia

Our community information platform on caregiving.

PROFILE
Oshetu translates to ‘Ours’in Oshiwambo. Oshetu connects communities on a digital platform for information, access and opportunity.

PARTNER
Share information and get connected.

#Future Fit

Future Fit Youth Festival for the youth of Namibia to own and tell their stories through an authentic lens.

PROFILE
Future Fit Youth Festival is an annual flagship, week long festival that encompasses various youth driven initiatives that promotes youth readiness for the future and the world.

PARTNER
Who else can discuss the Namibian youth narrative better than the youth of Namibia.

www.innv8e.com
We connect our business interests with technical, financial and advisory partners to pioneer social and economic solutions that create a better Namibia.

Strategy Services
We provide strategy services in the CSI and development space.
Embracing and Harnessing Social and Economic Entrepreneurship

People, products and needs. Our trading arm seeks and creates business development opportunities at the bottom of the pyramid.

**Embracing and Harnessing Social and Economic Entrepreneurship**

**PROFILE**
We believe that the bottom of the pyramid is Namibia’s untapped potential to innovation and success.

---

Creative Solutions

Our creative services bring project ideas into visual and functional masterpieces and realities Namibia.

Creative Strategy  Creative Concepts  Creative Services
Creative Execution  Creative Development  Creative Management
Creative Production  Creative Administration  Scheduling, Experiences
Digital Print  Outdoor Print, Media